
the effective partnership COVID 19 - RESPONSE 



In light of the ongoing international emergency relating to the  coronavirus (COVID-19) outbreak, 
H&G is following government  guidance for the protection of our people, our clients, and our  
business continuity. 

As a socially responsible employer,  our 
commitment is first and foremost  to ensure the 
safety of our employees;  be it those working 
within our H&G 
offices or on client premises. Our people  policies 
will continue to be updated in  line with any changes 
to government  guidance and will seek to ensure 
that  best practice is undertaken at all times. 

Our commitment to the highest  standards of 
customer care means  that we will work closely 
with all client  organizations to understand their 
specific requirements, seeking to build these 
into recruitment and selection activities where 
possible and in line with both government 
advice and current legal and regulatory 
requirements.  
 

OUR POSITION 



ACTIONS TO DATE 
Updated people policies 

•  We have issued guidance to our temporary workers  through our online 
portal, X3. This guidance provides  our temporary workers with information 
about the  coronavirus, its symptoms and how to best prevent  the spread of 
infection. It also provides them with links  to the government’s information 
portal on www.gov.uk 

•  We have issued guidance to our consultants via our  internal 
communications systems. This has outlined  how to deal with queries from 
our temporary workers,  provided them with copies of the information that 
has  been issued to temporary workers, and reinforces the  government 
guidance available and in place. 

•  We have issued guidance to our managers to help  support our consultants 
in dealing with queries, both  internal and external; as well as ensuring that 
we are  best placed to continue providing our recruitment  services in light of 
the changing business environment. 

Working environment 
•  We continue to work with our facilities management  partners to ensure that 

our H&G offices are conducive  to limiting the spread of the coronavirus, and 
that 
we can continue to offer a first-class service to our  candidates and 
clients. 

•  To help support our socially responsible position  we will, where 
requested and practicable, facilitate  interviews to be undertaken virtually, 
through video 
interviewing technology. However, where face to face  meetings are 
arranged, we seek to proactively confirm  with candidates that their 
attendance at an interview  will not be in contravention of the most up to 
date  government advice and guidance. 



DECISION-MAKING AND SUPPORT 
Support 
We recognize that the current situation may lead 
many  organisations to face challenges staffing their 
ongoing  operations. Our commitment is to helping 
organisations  find the best possible talent at all 
times. Please contact  your H&G consultant if you 
have any specific staffing  requirements that you 
would like to discuss, and we  would be happy to 
help. 

Decision-making 
•  We have issued clear guidance to our temporary  workers in terms of what the 

symptoms of coronavirus  are, and what to do in the event they display these  
symptoms (in line with government guidance). We will  continue to work with 
clients to ensure we best reflect  their own policies/practices in this regard, and 
so  please contact your H&G consultant if you have any  queries in this regard. 

•  In the event that a temporary worker is advised to self-  isolate (following 
government agency advice), statutory  sick pay will be arranged and paid 
accordingly (subject  to eligibility). 

•  We continue to update and monitor our recruitment  screening and interview 
processes to ensure they  reflect government guidance in terms of infection  
control and identification. 

•  We are pro-actively reviewing both our national and  local business 
continuity plans to ensure that core  operations and service provision can be 
maintained  through a range of scenarios. 



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
Have H&G’s temporary workers received  information in 
relation to the coronavirus? 

Yes – all of our temporary workforce have been issued  with 
information based on Public Health England advice,  including 
directing them to additional resources on the  virus and how to 
protect themselves. They have also  received instructions on what 
to do if they think they are  at risk, to limit the spread of infection. 
 
Is H&G able to distribute future updates in a  timely fashion? 

Yes – in addition to individual contact with our workforce  via our 
consultants, we can communicate quickly  with our workforce as 
a group. We have utilised the portal that our workforce use to 
manage their  timesheets, payments, and benefits, to roll out 
these 
messages. This ensure that all our workers are presented  with 
information across multiple mediums. 

What at H&G doing in relation to  identifying recent travel 
by its temporary  workers to impacted /  restricted /  
‘special  care’ areas? 

Our referencing process for new people registering to  work with 
us will include questions around recent travel,  and our guidance 
for temporary employees includes  Public Health England’s advice 
in relation to specifically  restricted areas, and the actions that 
need to be taken in  the event of symptoms developing. 
 
Can I ask H&G temporary workers who  are on 
assignment with me to observe  our company policies 
with regards to  coronavirus? 

Yes – if you have a specific policy or practice in place in  your work 
environment that you would like us to circulate  to H&G temporary 
workers, please contact your H&G  consultant who will facilitate 
this. 



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 
Will H&G temporary workforce 
be able  to claim sick pay if 
they are impacted by  
coronavirus? 

Yes – all our PAYE temporary 
workers are able to  claim statutory 
sick pay (SSP) in line with 
government  guidelines/eligibility, 
and this will be applied as per our  
usual processes. 

Do H&G have processes to ensure a  
potential escalation of the coronavirus will  
not impact my ability to contact H&G? 

Yes – as part of H&G’s established business 
continuity  plans, we have procedures and 
resources in place for  issues that may impact 
our ability to provide a normal  service to you. 
This includes our employees being able  to work 
across a wide range of alternative locations,  
and the capability for remote working with 
secure and  compliant access to H&G’s core 
systems, processes  and communication 
networks. 



IF YOU NEED FURTHER 
CLARIFICATION OR 

HAVE ANY QUESTIONS 
THAT WE HAVE NOT 
ANSWERED IN THIS 
DOCUMENT PLEASE 

REFER TO 
 

WWW.H-G-
RECRUITMENT.CO.UK  

OR EMAIL  
COVID19@H-G-

RECRUITMENT.COM  


